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A CONFORMAL CURVATURE TENSOR FIELD ON
HERMITIAN MANIFOLDS

HARUO KITAHARAt, KOJI MATSUO t AND JIN SUK PAK t t

In 1949 ([B]), S. Bochner has introduced "Bochner curvature ten
sor" on a kaehler manifold analogous to the Weyl conformal curvature
tensor on a riemannian manifold. However, we have not known the
exact meaning of his tensor yet. In this paper, we define a new tensor
field on a hermitian manifold which is conformally invariant and study
some properties of this new tensor field.

It is well known ([Be]) that the decomposition theorem of the Cur
vature tensor R of a kaehler manifold;

(#) R= 2$2 w@w+lw@po+lpo@w+B,
m m m

B- tr B IdlA l,lM+B
m2-1 ° 0'

In this paper, we shall prove the above decomposition of the cur
vature tensor field of the hermitian connection on a hermitian manifold
and Bo is invariant under the conformal change of the hermitian me
trics.

1. Notations and preliminaries

Let (M, g, J) be a hermitian manifold of complex dimension m. The
complex structure J induces the splitting of the complexified tangent
bundle T eM=::. TM@RC into two complementary subbundles, conjugate
to each other:

(1.1) TeM=::. T1,oM(f)To,lM,

where at each point x of M, the fiber T x 1,oM (resp. T xO,lM) is the
eigenspace of J x relative to eigenvalue V 1 (resp. -..; 1). The
elements of T1,oM (resp. TO,lM) are the (complex) vectors of type
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(1, 0) (resp. of type (0, 1)).
The above splitting (1,1) of the complexified tangent bundle TcM

extends a splitting into types of the whole tensor bundle. In particular,
we have

(1. 2) AcrM= .E A'(T1.oM)*®Af(TO,IM)*,
p+f=r

where AcrM is the bundle of the C-valued r-forms and A'(T1,OM)*
(resp. A" (TO,lM) *) denotes the bundle of the C-linear jr-forms (resp.
q-forms) on TI, oM (resp. TO. 1M) .

Sections of the bundle Ac"IIM: =AP(TI.oM) *®Af(TO,IM) * are (com
plex) forms of type (p, q). In particular, if p=q, we denote by
A','M the bundle of the real forms of type (p, p) .

The fundamental 2-form (d of a hermitian manifold (M, g, J) is de
fined by

(1.3) w(X, Y) =g(JX, Y)

for -any vector fields X and Y on M. By means of (d, we may define
the linear operators L and its formal adjoint 1\ acting on forms; for
any form f/J,

(1.4) LqJ=wl\f/J.

A form f/J is said to be primitive if I\f/J=O. Then we have the follo
wing Lefschetz decomposition theorem on forms.

PROPOSITION 1.1. Every r-form f/J on a hermitian manifold of complex
dimension m has a unique representation as a sum

(1. 5) <P= L L'f/Jp (r-m) + : = max (0, r-m),
p?c(r-m)+

where f/Jp are Primitive (r-2P)-forms.

REMARK 1. 2. For a 2-form f/J of type (1, 1), the Lefschetz decom
position reduces to

(1.6) <P= I\<P w+f/Jo,
m

where f/Jo is the primitive part of f/J.

2. Decomposition of the eurvature tensor fields

Let (M, g, J) be a hermitian manifold of complex dimension m. The
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hermitian connection l7 of M is a unique affine connection such that g
and J are parallel and the torsion tensor T satisfies;

T(JX, Y) = T(X, JY) for any vector fields X and Y on M.
Let R be the curvature tensor of the hermitian connection 17 of M ;

(2. 1) R (X, Y) = [17x, 17yJ-17[x.YJ-

Then the curvature tensor R satisfies the following relations;

(2.2) R(X, Y)oJ=JoR(X, Y),
(2.3) R(JX, JY) =R(X, Y)

for any vector fields X and Y on M.
We may consider that the curvature tensor R have the following

properties;
(A) R is a section of the vector bundle Al,lM@Al,lM.
(B) R is an endomorphism of the vector bundle Al,lM.

Let zl, "', zm be a complex local coordinate system in M. The indices
i, j, k, ... run through 1, "', m and the indices A, B, C, ... run through
1, "', m, 1*"', m*, and we also use the Einstein convention.

We set Z;=o!'oz;, Z;*=%z; and

(2.4) R(Zc, ZD)ZB=RBCDAZA.

We also define

(2.5)

so that

(2.6) R ABCD= gAERBCDE.

The only nonvanishing components of the curvature tensor R of a her
mitian connection l7 are

R;j*kl*' R;j*k*Z, R;*jkl*, R;*jk*l'

Furthermore, we have

(2.7) R 02g;j* st* og;t* ogsj* ( [GJ)
;j*kl* ozkozl g ozk ozl see .

Since the hermitian connection l7 has the torsion, there are three
distinct Ricci tensors of 17 ;

(2.8) R;j*= _gkl*Ril*kj*,
(2.9) S;j*= _gkl*R;j*kl*'
(2.10) T;j*= -gkl*Rkl*;j*'
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And we also have three distinct scalar curvatures of 17 ;

(2.11) s' =2gij*~j*,
(2.12) s=2gij*Sij*,
(2. 13) t=2gij*Tii*.

Note that s=t.
By means of (A), R may be written locally as followings;

(2. 14) R=R;i*1d*dziI\dzi (j9dzi I\dzl.

Fixed k,l, R;i*il* dzil\dzi is a real 2-form of type (1,1). The Lef
schetz decomposition (1. 6) implies that

(2.15) Rii*il*dziI\dzj

=- ~ T1d*gii*dzil\dzj+O,IRij*il*dzil\dzi,

where o,IRij*il*dzil\dzi is the primitive part of Rii*il* dzil\dzi , and
similarly

(2.16) R;j*il*dzi I\dzl

=- ~ Sij*gil*dzi!\dzl+ 1,oRij*il*dzi I\dzl,

where l,oRij*il* dzil\dzl is the primitive part of Rij*il*dzil\dzl.

REMARK 2. 1. The linear operator 1\ can be written locally as follow·
ings;

(2.17)

Therefore we have

(2.18) 2R=R;j*il*dzil\dzi @dzi l\dzl

+dziI\dzi(j9Rij*il*dzi I\dzl

= v' Igii*dzil\dzj(j9 v'-IT il*dzi I\dzl
m

+dziI\dzi (j90,1Rii*il*dzi I\dzl

+ v' -ISii*dziI\dzi(j9 v' -lgil*dziI\dzl
m

+1, 0Rii*il*dziI\dzi(j9dziI\dzl.

Since v'-1 Til*dzil\dzl, v' 1 Sij*dzil\dzi, o,IRii*il*dzil\dzl and

l,oRii*il*dzil\dzi are all real 2-forms of type (1,1), we have, by
(1.6) ,
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(2.19)

(2.22)

(2.20)

(2.21)

..;-1 Sij*dzi/\dz)= ;m W+ Ps, 0,

0,1Rij*kl*dzk/\dz.z

= (Rij*kl*+ ~ Tkl*gij* )dzk/\dzl

=(_1.. S ..* +_S_g.-*)gkl*dzk/\dzl
m tJ 2m2'J

+0,1Bij*kl*dzk/\dzl,

I, 0R.;j*kl*dzi/\dzj

= (Rij*kl*+ ~Sij*gkl*)dzi/\dzj

,( 1 s) d' d .= - m Tkl*+ 2m2gkl* gij* zt/\ zJ

+1,°Bii*kl*dzi/\dz j ,

where Pt,O, Ps,o, o,lBij*kl* dzk/\dzl and l,oBij*kl* dzi/\dzj are'· the pri
mitive parts, respectively. Substituting (2. 19) '"'-' (2. 22) to (2.18), we
have

(2.23) 2R=~(i)@(2~W+Pt,o)

+ ..;m 1 (Sij* - 2~ gij*)dzi/\dzj@ ..; 1 gkl*dzk/\dzl

+~ (2~ W+Ps,o)@W

+..;m 19ij*dzi/\dzj@";-1(T kl*- 2~ gkl*)dzk/\dzl

+o,IBij*kl*dzi/\dzj@dzk/\dz1

+1, 0Bij*kl*dzi/\dzj@dzk/\dzl

=~2w@w+.1-w@Pto+.1-pso@w+O,lB+l,0B.
m m' m'

However we can easily check that o,IB=I,oB, and so we can set B:
=0, IB=I, 0B. Thus we have tpe decomposition of R;

(2. 24) R=~2S2@w+2....w@Pto+ l pso@w+B,
m m' m '

where B is a section of the subbundle AOl, 1M@Aol, 1M and Aol,lM is
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the vector bundle of real primitive 2-forms of type (1, 1).
By means of complex local coordinates, B can be written as follow

ings;
1

Bij*ltl* = R.;j*kl* +m (gij*Tkl*+Sij*gkl*)

s
- 2m2gij*gkl*'

By means of (B), we have

(2.26) tr R=Rij*ij*= ~, tr R : =the trace of R.

Now, by means of the Lefschetz decomposition (1. 6), the bundle
AI, 1M decomposes as followings;

(2.27) AI, IM=Aol, IMEt>R'm

where R'm denotes the trivial (real) line subbundle of AI, 1M generated
by the fundamental 2-form m. Considered as an endomorphism of
AI, 1M, we have B(B'm) =0. Therefore the trace of B as an endo
morphism of Al,lM is equal to one as an endomorphism of AOl,IM.
Thus (2.25) implies that

mI-s
(2.28) tr B=Bii*ij* 2m'

Similarly considered as an endomorphism of Aol, 1M, the tensor B de
composes as followings;

B tr B IdlA 1,IM+B
m2-1 0 'I

2m<:,21) Id IAol, 1M +Bo,

where the trace of Bo is null.
By means of complex local coordinates, Bo is written as followings;

mI-s ( 1 )(2.30) Bo,ij*kl*=Bij*kl*+ 2m(m2-l) giZ*gkj*- mgij*gltl*

=R.;j*kl*+l(gij*TItl*+Sij*gkl*)m ..
mI+(m2 -2)s

- 2m2 (m2-l) gij*gkZ*

mI-s
+ 2m(m2-1) gu*gkj*.
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In particular, if M is kaehler, then the Ricci tensor ~j*, Sij*,
T ij* are equal to each other and so necessarily s' =s. Therefore the
decomposition (2. 24) coincides with (#) and Bo is written locally as
followings ;

(2.31)

3. Conformal invariance of B o

Let (M, g, J) be a hermitian manifold with hermitian metric g, and
g=tflg be a conformal change of g where (J' is any smooth real-valued
function on M.

(3.1)

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.5)

(3.6)

By means of (3.1)"-'(3.6), we have

(3.7) BO,ij*il*=etlBo,ij*ll*,
so that

(3.8) BO,jil*i=Bo.m*i.

Summing up, we have

THEOREM A. Let (M, g, J) be a hermitian manifold of complex dim
ension m (m~2). Then Bo is conformally invariant.

If (~, g, J) is kaehler and Bo vanishes everywhere, then we have

1
(3. 9) ~j*il*= - m (gij*Ril*+ Rij*gll*)
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(m+2)s * * s+ 2m2 (m+1) gij gkl 2m(m+1) gil*gkj*'

Transvecting gki * to (3.9), we have

-R'*--~R'* (m+2)s s
d - m II + 2m2 (m+1) g;z* g'l*2(m+1) e •

Thus, if m:2 3, we have

(3.10)

Since (3. 10) represents the 1st Chern class, s is constant. Substituting
(3. 10) to (3. 9), we have

(3.11) Rij*kl*=- 2m(~+1) (gij*gkl*+g;Z*gkj*)'

Summing up, we have

THEOREM B. Let (M, g, J) be a kaehler manifold of complex dimen
sion m (m:23). Then M is of constant holomorphic sectional curvature
if and only if Bo vanishes everywhere.

CoMMENTS. The tensor field Bo is conformally invariant even if m=
2. However, when m=2, we can not have an assertion of Theorem
B.

If M is a kaehler-Einstein manifold and m=2, then Theorem B
holds good.

4. Real version of the tensor field B o

Let (M, g, J) be a kaehler manifold of complex dimension m. The
indices a, (3, T, "', run through 1, "', 2m. We set the metric g : = (gaP)
and J: = (JaB) in real coordinates, which satisfy the following rela
tions;

(4.1) gr.JarJfte=gaP' JraJpr= -opa.

And we set Jap=ga~pT, so that Jap= -Jpa.
Let R= (Rprea) be the riemannian curvature tensor and p= (Rap)

= (Rarpr) the Ricci tensor, s the scalar curvature. Then it is well
known that

(4.2) Rap).,.J/J/J.=RaPru RapJraJ/l=R re·
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We set Sap=R•.,.!pr, so that SaP= -Spa.
The real version of conformal invariant curvature tensor field Bo is

given by
(4.3) Bo,apre

_ 1 f_
-R./Jre+ 2m \SarRpe - gaeRpr+ R.rgPe - RaegfJr

-JarSpe+JaeSpr-Sa",!Pe+Sa.J/Jr-2JapSre-2SapJr')
(m+2)s ( )+ 4m2 (m+l) Ja.,.!p,-Ja.JPr+2JapJre

(3m+2)s (g )
- 4m2 (m+l) argpe-gaegPr·

Let bo denote the Ricci contraction of Bo, 1. e.,

(4.4) bo,ap=Bo,arpr.

Transvecting gar to (4.3), we have

( ) 2(m-2) (1) S )4. 5 bo,ap m .L~p - 2m gap •

LEMMA 4.1. If m:2::3, then the Ricci contraction bo of Bo vanishes
everywhere if and only if M is Einstein.

Moreover we have

(4.6) Vrbo,ap= 2(:-2) (VrR.p- 2~gapl7rS).

If m:2:: 3 and bo is parallel, then we have

(4.7) VrRap= 2~ gap VrS·

Transvecting gfJr to (4. 7), we have

(4.8) I7rRar= 2~ l7as•

On the other hand, by means of the second Bianchi identity, we have

1
(4.9) VrRqr=2:Vas.

(4.8) together with (4.9) means

(4.10) 17as=O

and so that the Ricci tensor is parallel.
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LEMMA 4. 2. If m~3, then the Ricci contraction ho of Bo is parallel
if and only if the Ricci tensor is parallel.

The following classification theorem (CS]) is well known; the only
(simply connected) complete Einstein complex hypersurfaces M in Cm+l
(resp. Dm+l(C)), m~2, are Cm (resp. Dm(C)). The only complete
Einstein complex hypersurfaces M in pm+l(C), m~2, are pm(C) or
complex quadric Qm(C). T. Takahashi ([T]) showed that the condi
tion that M is Einstein can be relaxed to the condition that the Ricci
tensor p of M is paralleL

Therefore we have the following corollaries.

CoROLLARY 4.3. If m~2, then there are no (simply connected) com·
plete Einstein complex hyPersurfaces with nonvanishing Bo i1l Cm+l and
1Y"+1(C).

CoROLLARY 4.4. If m~2, then the complex quadric Qm(C) is the only
complete Einstein complex hypersurface with nonvanishing Boin pm+l(C).

CoROLLARY 4.5. If m~3, then there are no (simply connected) com
plete complex hypersurfaces with nonvanishing Bo in Cm+l and Dm+l such
that bo is parallel.

CoROLLARY 4.6. If m~3, then the complex quadric Qm(C) is the
qnly complex hyj>ersurface with nonvanishing Bo in pm+l(C) such that bo
is parallel.
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